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In this article, we introduce software under development by the Digital History Advanced Research Projects Accelerator (DHARPA), an interdisciplinary team of researchers and developers working to enable best practices in the humanities through technology. We argue that the strength and appeal of historical inquiry lies largely in the relationship between scholars and their sources, a connection in which the former engage with the latter through critical assessment, contextualisation and documentation. However, we also contend that these symbiotic processes themselves need to be evaluated and recorded. While digital tools and techniques have been accused of alienating historians from their materials, critically informed digital methodologies can also fortify and extend this relationship. To that end, we are building software that will enable users to not only apply best practices to their sources but also to allow them to write the history of those interactions, thus providing material for self-reflection and critique. In this article, having laid out our goal, we describe how the modular and data-centric design of our software’s backend and the interactive documentary capabilities of its frontend operationalize a critical epistemology centered on the scholar-source relationship. We continue with a discussion of our team’s internal dynamics in creating this software, and conclude with an invitation to readers to contribute to the process through commentary and testing.
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1 Introduction

At the level of research outputs, the Digital History Advanced Research Projects Accelerator (DHARPA) responds to the ways that technology has already reshaped
historians’ work by developing tools and methods. But more broadly speaking, the project’s conception and execution draw on and contribute to long-running debates surrounding the digital humanities (DH). The Chronicle of Higher Education offers an insight into the violent nature of such debates by characterizing the dispute between the proponents and opponents of the DH as a “war” (Da, 2019). While introducing Nan Z. Da’s scathing assessment of the application of computational methods to literary interpretation, The Chronicle also resurfaced past articles across nearly a decade that catalogued the promises and the pitfalls of DH (Brennan, 2017; Conrad, 2014; Fitzpatrick, 2011). The critiques raised in these articles and others are now, sadly, quite familiar. It has been argued that in the flood of digital data and techniques, humanists have lost their way, blinded by the spectacle of technology and the glittering grant money attached to the latest academic trend (Allington et al., 2016). Even DH proponents have suggested that a surfeit of data and push-button tools have led to a false sense of mastery (Tenen, 2016; Weingart, 2011), the unproblematized (mis)application of methodologies that originated in other disciplines (Drucker, 2011), and stolen or abandoned scholarly agency (Grimshaw, 2018; Liu, 2012). Poetic metaphors like “black boxes” and “mechanical turks” evoke a naïve and starry-eyed reliance on poorly understood computer-enabled techniques (Diakopoulos, 2014; Noble, 2018; Pasquale, 2016): at best, critics charge, digital humanists have allowed themselves to become dependent on technologies of which they cannot or will not examine the inner workings, or, worse, they have let themselves believe in the specious autonomy of the machine (Tenen, 2016). In short, digital intermediation has broken the essential connection between scholars and their sources, a loss that can feel profoundly dehumanizing.

We all know the critiques, and many of us have been unsettled by the rupture. But how do we as humanists take back ownership of and responsibility for the work that we do increasingly – and some would say unavoidably – with digital data, digital tools and digital methodologies? How do we shine a light on the interior workings of technological and intellectual black boxes? This article introduces the software currently under development by the Digital History Advanced Research Projects Accelerator (DHARPA), an interdisciplinary team working to address these issues.

While DHARPA is multifaceted, with an interest in collaboration, pedagogy, and infrastructure, here we will focus on the software at the foundation of our project, and particularly on aspects of that software which speak to the need to (re)build a critically-aware connection between scholar and sources in a digital world. In the following section, we will lay out our ideas about DH best practice. Then, in describing our “Virtual Research Environment” we will outline how we are operationalizing...
these ideas through a modular and data-centric backend and an interactive frontend capable of documenting scholarly processes. Through this work, we hope to turn the digital into an opportunity not only to regain but also deepen our relationship with sources through technology.

2 Enabling and encouraging best (digital) humanities and history practice

History as a discipline is already home to a set of best practices. No historian worthy of the name would think of not critiquing their sources in light of their content and the context in which they developed, nor would any good historian fail to take copious notes or keep track of citations. Yet, the actual enactment of this best practice often goes unrecorded. Historians rarely document their research methods and are often reluctant to share their experience on how they identified and collected their sources in the first place (Beals, 2013; Putnam, 2016). Among many historians, there is often little or no documentation of the scholarly engagement that turned their sources into data nor of how they used these data to produce analyses and obtain insights (Viola and Fiscarelli, 2021). A similar charge may be leveled against practitioners of other humanities (and indeed of scientific and technological disciplines), where the influence of the researcher on the research is rarely acknowledged (Marcus, 2021). On the other side of the digital scholarship/traditional scholarship divide, some advocates for computer-supported methodologies laud technology’s ability to make such scholarly engagement with sources more dynamic, with interactive on-the-fly functionality allowing the scholar more direct and exploratory involvement with their sources (Travis, 2015). Yet the outputs of this sort of playful exploration are likewise often unmoored from any accounting of the processes that created them. In both instances, the traditional and the digital, there is rarely any narrative of the researcher’s interventions, any material for self-reflection, nor much evidence to counter the depiction of the humanities as esoteric.

Arguably, both digital and traditional ways of doing history and humanities research may be accused of being like the Mechanical Turk, with the decisions and actions made by the researcher hidden from view and only the well-oiled and seemingly autonomous product – the article, the book, the conference presentation – on display. In the unfortunate tendencies to simply “push the execute button” or to present scholarly work as the product of similarly automatic and obvious processes lie other dangers. Disassociating the humanities scholar, scientist or programmer from the technologies that they build and employ downplays the need to understand the cultural, philosophical and historical contexts in which digital tools and operations originated (Dobson, 2019; Hitchcock, 2013): this is akin to studying history without regard to historiography. In portraying computational and computer-aided methods as objective, unassailable, and observer- or user-independent – an attitude that Daston (1992) has described as a belief in “instrumental objectivity” – we risk perpetuating “the god trick” (Haraway, 1988; Sheppard, 2001), and thus supporting objectivist and positivist understandings that are ‘fundamentally at odds with approaches to humanities scholarship premised on constructivist principles’ (Drucker, 2011). As we find ourselves in an increasingly digital world, it is all the more important to incorporate critical theory into the digital (Berry and Fagerjord, 2017).

At the heart of DHARPA is the desire to encourage and enable good historical and humanities practice – or indeed the good practice of other disciplines that a scholar may wish to call upon – but also to extend that best practice through technology. We
argue that we need to document and critique our sources, but also our engagement with them. For example, how to best record a researcher’s thought process? What literature were they thinking about when they chose to alter or analyse the data in a particular way? We argue that digital humanists should be able to keep track of when they set processes in motion, because scholarship is never finished, always evolving, and knowing when we thought about something and in what order can help us and others re-trace and re-evaluate our work. DHARPA aims to encourage self-reflective appreciation of how the application of expertise can work in tandem with technology to produce knowledge, and through documenting academic labour, to make its value evident, to make it transparent, and to keep it honest and accountable. Digital humanists, we contend, should be able not only to look inside the box to see its inner workings, but to place themselves as the expert inside the machine.

3 DHARPA- practicing critical digital humanities through interdisciplinary collaboration

Writing in an era of boundary-drawing, Liu (2012) called on digital humanists ‘to start reflecting on the wider net of relations of digital research’. A decade later, there is still a need not only to self-reflexively address the tools we use, the sources we apply them to, and - as we have argued here - how we work in relationship with them, but also how we work in relationship with each other. To that end, we now turn to describing our interdisciplinary team and how we have collaborated to bring the best practices of our own fields into application within the Virtual Research Environment (VRE).

Our project builds on the lessons of past digital humanities projects by operating on a longer time frame and with a team that mixes not only disciplinary expertise but also encourages collaboration across a wide range of skill sets and experience. DHARPA is supported by the Luxembourg National Research Fund under a scheme that is intended to promote high-risk, high-reward research, providing an unusually long period of performance of five years, plus ongoing institutional support beyond the initial five years. Embedded within the Luxembourg Centre for Contemporary and Digital History (C2DH), currently the largest digital history center with 120 full-time equivalent staff, the DHARPA team is composed of four developers, six academics (including PhD students, postdoctoral researchers, and faculty), and an administrative assistant. The composition of the development team is explicitly modeled on the teams that developed Zotero, Tropy, and PressForward, all long-running and co-designed projects. Each of us brings our own expertise and opinions to the table, drawn from years of experience in computer programming, data engineering, data visualization, linguistics, geography, and various strains of history.

An important starting point for our collaboration was the collection of “user stories” from researchers. These plain-text descriptions of common operations or expectations when dealing with data, like recording and saving metadata, tracing data provenance, or validating input, allowed our developer team to infer the technical requirements that the backend was expected to provide. Throughout the process of building the VRE, we have had many discussions about the very nature of sources, how they are transformed into computer-legible data, and the ways that we in our varied positionalities interact with these data through technology (Cunningham et al., 2021). For instance, we
have noted how problematic the term “dirty data” is, a term implying that there is a precisely recorded (and recordable) reality that we can distill if only given the right tools. Yet we have also needed to acknowledge that sources that have not been standardized and formatted in some way are useless to a block of code. Recalling the main argument of this article, we find that the scholar must intervene to make sources usable, whether as digitized data or as handwritten notes from an archival visit, and that it is best to keep a record of this manipulation. Such a realization has informed the functionality of all the elements of the DHARPA software.

As the software itself is envisioned to promote transparency and documentation in digital research, so is its development and the decision-making process meticulously documented. A small part of this is already publicly available via the project’s GitHub account, with more detailed publications in preparation. Browsing through this material, we can revisit our previous decisions, reflect on the work that we have accomplished, and make adjustments as we encounter challenges. For instance, an early debate that stands out in this documentation material is the question of what type of software we were going to build. Would it be a desktop app or a web application? Are we building a workflow execution tool or a workflow assembly tool? As the project continues to evolve, we have retained some flexibility on these issues by focusing first on the specification and development of a data orchestration backend. While our initial target remains a desktop application, we have also created the conditions for producing a future web app as well.

4 The Virtual Research Environment

To attain these goals, we at DHARPA are building a virtual research environment. Our software will be free and open-source, and to further encourage widespread and confident adoption the VRE will be available remotely and for downloadable local use; it will rely on a generalizable hosting infrastructure that ensures privacy and portability; and it will be supported by a long-term sustainability plan and training opportunities. The VRE will have modular design, allowing users to build and rebuild, and to run and rerun their own workflows or those they have adopted and adapted. The VRE’s modules will include functionality for data ingestion, data standardization, textual analysis, network analysis, and geographical analysis, all brought within a seamless environment where work can flow between tasks from experimentation and modelling to presentation and dissemination. We anticipate that in the future this repertoire of core modules will be expanded by the community of DH scholars who would be able to create their own modules tailored to their specific research needs. The VRE will also be equipped with essential features for documenting the user’s research process and tracing all the transformations which their data undergo, allowing the historian to write a self-reflexive meta-history of their relationship with their sources through the software. To describe in more detail how our VRE functions, we turn first to kiara, our backend, and then to Lumy, comprised of our frontend and the code necessary for the two pieces to communicate with each other. Figure 1 provides a simple schematic of how kiara and Lumy work together.

---

6 https://github.com/DHARPA-Project
4.1 kiara: backend modularity and a data-centric approach to encourage engaged exploration

Our VRE is built on top of a backend, kiara, comprised of modules developed on the basis of collaboration between researchers and developers. kiara has been inspired by a variety of data pipeline and orchestration tools like airflow (https://airflow.apache.org/), prefect (https://www.prefect.io/), dagster (https://dagster.io/), snakemake (https://snakemake.readthedocs.io/en/stable/) and kedro (https://kedro.readthedocs.io/en/stable/). What sets kiara apart from these tools is its strong focus on metadata management and interactive workflow execution. While most tools feature batch processing, kiara offers an interactive approach in addition to batch processing. This allows users to interact with their data at crucial steps within the workflow and to take control of these decisions in an interactive and user-friendly environment. kiara is a Python-based tool that can be navigated via the command line. Anyone with basic familiarity with Python can adapt existing Python code to kiara modules which can then be shared with other researchers. As shown in Figure 2, a kiara user obtains a list of available modules for a specific method by using the <kiara operation list> command and adding a keyword. In the following example, kiara displays the modules that belong to the network analysis group.

[7] For a survey of this software, see Ruf et al. (2021) as well as Matskin et al. (2021). Other comparable tools specializing in scalable workflow execution and data management are Ray (https://docs.ray.io) and Dask (https://dask.org/).
A *kiara* module consists of a metadata block and three core sections: input, output, and process. The input section specifies any required input, providing a short description of the expected properties in order to help users make informed decisions about the use of the module. The `<add_nodes>` module shown in the list above, for example, requires three input items: a graph object (the graph you wish to augment), a table (the nodes table from which you wish to extract the new nodes), and a string (the name of the column that holds the index of the nodes). The output section defines the expected output (in our example: the new augmented graph object), and the process section holds the Python code that is required to execute the module. Because *kiara* compartmentalizes into separate modules the workflow steps that would usually appear in a single Python script, they can be rearranged and chained together to create a range of workflow pipelines according to the researcher’s needs.

Apart from the advantage of offering a flexible solution with a potential for further customization, this data-centric, modular approach also ensures a full recording and documentation of research data’s creation and usage. In order to be able to keep track of the various transformations that the data undergoes in such a setting, *kiara* provides the ability to trace data ancestry. In the following example from the network analysis module, the user has requested the lineage of `<journals_graph>` (via the command `<kiara data explain --lineage journals_graph>`), and has received a record of the modules and inputs used to generate that graph. As can be inferred from Figure 3, the graph has been created from two different data sources. It has first been generated from an edges table and afterwards augmented with additional nodes and node attributes from a separate nodes table via the `<add_nodes>` module.
Figure 3: An example of *kiara*’s ability to record and recall the ancestry of a data value. In this example from the network analysis module, the user has requested the lineage of `<journals_graph>`, a directed graph of the citation connections among scientific journals, and has received a record of the modules and inputs used to calculate that graph.

*kiara* can also be used in combination with the open-source tool Streamlit ([https://streamlit.io/](https://streamlit.io/)) which opens up new possibilities of rapid app development and has the benefit of making *kiara* accessible within a community based software environment. Streamlit offers several advantages: on the one hand, it accelerates workflow prototyping, and on the other hand it can function as a handy tool to assist *kiara* module developers and the broader potential community of *kiara* contributors to create their own modules and pipelines. Streamlit enables contributors, who are familiar or beginners with Python, and who are not familiar with JavaScript, to very easily create user interface (UI) elements for *kiara* workflow steps. Streamlit’s ease-of-use and flexibility provide module contributors with sufficient freedom on the arrangement of UI interactive and narrative components thereby enabling researchers to embed criticism into the UI. Moreover, Streamlit also makes it easy to create auto-generated UI elements linked to *kiara* modules, that can act as helpers for *kiara* module contributors, to facilitate developing and testing data science back-end processes. Such a development process becomes consequently more widely accessible to the broader community.

4.2 Lumy: frontend interactivity and documentation to promote holistic humanities practice

Much as *kiara* offers the ability to engage with data iteratively while helping to keep track of the history of those interactions, so too will *Lumy* encourage users to adopt
recursive, self-reflexive and reproducible work practices. Figure 4 presents a wireframe mock-up of what Lumy’s interface will look like for one part of the network analysis module. On the left side of the panel, the user will be able to interact with tabular data and interconnected visualizations simultaneously. On the right side of the panel, Lumy will pair the ability to record what the software is doing with the ability to record what the scholar is doing, cultivating the holistic practice of interweaving methodology, data, code, and metadata with a narrative of researcher’s choices and actions. The user will be able to both snapshot a list of inputs and current parameters (all of which might be changed in a future iteration), and take their own notes, through a panel that will also be able to accommodate links, images, and references to relevant secondary literature.

Figure 4: A wireframe outlining Lumy’s interface for network analysis. A visualization panel appears at top left and a data panel with tabular data (here separated into a node and an edge table) at bottom left, panels which will be connected to each other and interactive. To the right, the wireframe depicts buttons for taking a snapshot of the current parameters, taking narrative-style notes, and allowing the export of code to an html “codeview” document or a runnable Python notebook. The note panel will also allow the user to save screenshots and relevant citations. Buttons on other screens will also allow the user to view other citations and references that informed the implementation of the underlying methods.

For an overview of how different modules and submodules have been built into the larger scholarly process that the user has enacted, we will provide two functionalities. First, it will be possible to download and export a record of how the data in their current state were produced, as an immutable html document and as an editable and independently runnable Jupyter Notebook. Both the html “codeview” and Jupyter Notebook formats will document the interaction of scholar and source, as code plus notes, as machine process (via lineage tracing, metadata management, code view)
plus thought process (via note-taking function and annotation features), and allow this interaction to be reproduced to create the same output. Second, a more complex and iterative accounting of scholarly engagement will be captured and accessible in a work history pane in Lumy. This work history will allow the user to see the paths they have been on – including both those that have been abandoned and those that have been further pursued – and other paths that they could try. All the pieces of the relationship among scholar, source and software will again be preserved *in situ*, in a form that one will be able to review, change or revert to later as their thinking evolves. It will allow a researcher – whether the original user or another – to review former choices and decisions in their entire complexity.

To aid the user in making informed decisions, tools available in Lumy will be presented with informational popups describing how the tools were developed and tips for their usage with reference to established literature and techniques. This will help fulfill DHARPA’s pedagogical intent to encourage best application of data engineering and textual, spatial or network analytical methodologies even among those who might be unfamiliar with them. It is also just one concrete example of how the VRE is drawing on the diversity of the project team.

5 Onwards

In the spirit of viewing scholarship as an iterative and never ending process rather than a product, we end our article not with a conclusion but a view towards the future of our project. We are looking forward to the moment when we will be able to run workshops to introduce students and our internal and external colleagues to our philosophy of technology-enabled and enhanced critical digital humanities scholarship. As proposed in the days of the original grant application, we aim to position our team into a rapid response lab and extend Lumy and kiara’s capabilities through new applications proposed by other scholars in the humanities and social sciences employing both qualitative and quantitative methodologies.

In the coming months, DHARPA will release a beta version of our initial modules. Although our frontend, backend and the connections between them are still works in progress, we alert the reader that portions of our code and documentation are already accessible via our GitHub account [https://github.com/DHARPA-Project](https://github.com/DHARPA-Project). The modularity of our software will allow external developers to build their own modules and workflows to extend kiara and Lumy. Just as good scholarship relies on peer review and constructive criticism, so too will our open-source VRE, therefore we encourage you to get in touch, share your ideas, and help us advance this project of shining a light on the too-often hidden cogs and gears of humanities research.
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